Bible and Theology Department
“Shaping Servant-Leaders”

— Course Synopsis —

COURSE NUMBER and TITLE: BGR 530
New Testament Greek 1A
CREDIT HOURS: 3
SEMESTER: Summer 2020
COURSE DAY/TIME: May 4-June 19
LOCATION: Online

INSTRUCTOR: Erica Bennington
PHONE: 574-453-7868
OFFICE: AGTS 104
EMAIL: benningtone@evangel.edu
OFFICE HOURS: by appointment

REQUIRED TEXT:


Accordance or Logos Bible Software.


Course Description
A study of the essentials of Greek morphology and syntax designed to prepare the student for translation and exegesis of the New Testament

Course Requirements:

Worksheets covering the weekly lessons.

Weekly quiz covering the assigned lessons.
A Course Commons post discussing insight into Greek and interacting with fellow peers.

Two comprehensive finals: one over the vocabulary and one over the paradigm charts learned

Details on the requirements and an extended bibliography will be a part of the syllabus, which will be available a week prior to class through course commons.